beyond the noise

BrandTicker: Measuring
What Counts for Brands.
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BrandTicker from Adwired.

BrandTicker is a preconfigured analytics
portal that enables
management to
monitor brands, with
unprecedented levels
of detail and to
operationally apply
the resulting insights
specifically to the
company.
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What makes BrandTicker unique?
By combining human and artificial intelligence, we create
unique, relevant, and comprehensible results that can be
efficiently adapted to customer needs using our portals’
modular design.
Some of BrandTicker’s unique qualities include:
Quality: the combination of automated media crawling and
editorial quality assurance
Plug & play: preconfigured analysis modules for easy access
to digital brand monitoring
Efficiency: customized analysis based on our collection of
over one million tested and manually translated attributes
and topic keywords or your own search terms
Relevance: simultaneous measurement of our extensive
search terms creates comparability and turns data into
information
Service: our communications and brand experts support
you in configuring your KPIs

BrandTicker makes the performance of your brand visible.
A user-friendly dashboard, configured for your
brands, provides you with statistical evaluations
and analysis of the following subject areas:
- Media presence
- Brand perception and image
- Sentiment and Net Promoter Score (NPS)
- Your industry topics
- The core values of your brand
- Your Employer Value Propositions (EVP)
- Reputational risks and sustainability (ESG)
- Financial brand valuation (ISO 10886)

All metrics are evaluated daily and offer you a
timely performance analysis of your media
initiatives. You can download individual
diagrams as JPG, PDF, or Excel files or export
the results as a PPT report and distribute it via
e-mail.

By segmenting the data into different countries,
media channels or business units, you can focus
the analysis on the user’s specific area of action.

We assist you in your
communications and brand
management tasks. Our media
monitoring and brand analysis
portals enable you to generate
up-to-the-minute and
operationally useful results from
print, online, and social media.
BrandTicker is based on an
automated full-text search
algorithm that scans over 460
million media sources every day
and analyzes the text for over a
million relevant attribute and
topic keywords. The statistical
results of a comprehensive range
of perceptual dimensions are
made available daily via the
online portal or summarized
periodically in a report.

By clicking on a point (e.g. date, attribute or
topic) in any diagram, you will intuitively
receive further analytical findings on the
selected point and the full text on which the
statistics are based (drilldown function).

Thanks to our thesaurus with over a million
keywords, you can measure the aspects that
contribute to the perception of your brand in
great detail and efficiently individualize your
topics and values. Only by measuring so many
search terms simultaneously can ratios and
comparisons be made and a holistic picture
of the brand given.

By integrating financial market data, you get
real-time financial brand value. The brand
value creates clarity about the financial
importance of a positive brand image.
Adwired's brand valuation services are certified
according to ISO 10668 (Brand Valuation Requirements for monetary brand valuation).

Our monitoring does not rely on
technology alone (semantic text
analysis), it is also continuously
optimized by our team of
linguists for quality assurance.
Operational: BrandTicker is
preconfigured and easy to use.
No internal specialists are
needed - the results can be used
directly by all stakeholders.
Comprehensible: BrandTicker
generates targeted, yet
comprehensive and operational
insights.
Tailor-made: BrandTicker can be
tailored to your organization so
that results are relevant to each
business unit.

About Adwired.

T +41 44 515 99 38
www.adwired.ch
info@adwired.ch

We are a team of media and brand experts and we work
with skilled linguists, editors and developers to provide the
best solution for our clients.
Founded in 1995 and based in Zurich, Switzerland, Adwired
has a 25-year track record in media monitoring and brand
analysis.
Our clients are decision-makers in international companies
who want to gain better control of their brand and their
corporate communications in a complex organizational
structure.
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